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In this interview, Antoni Marzec talks about his life in Pętkowice during World War II. 
His story concentrates on Jews who were living in Pętkowice, especially on the Szmols 
[Schmols] family, Mendel Petermann [Peterman], and Berek Gold. He has very strong 
memories of Berek Gold and his being caught and taken away by two Polish people. 
 
 
[01:] 00:01:10 – [01:] 05:22:59 
 
Antoni Marzec talks about spending his entire life in Pętkowice; discusses the Germans 
already being in Pętkowice before the outbreak of the war; comments on some Germans 
even staying in his house for some time; remembers the Jewish family Szmol that was 
deported to Tarłów during the war; mentions the Jewish man Mendel Petermann who 
came to the village from time to time; discusses Petermann’s disappearance; comments 
on the existence of a Polish partisan group in Pętkowice and their having dinner in his 
house frequently; remembers even warning them of the Germans; discusses Petermann’s 
presence at these meetings.  
 
[01:] 05:23:00 – [01] 15:11:03 
 
He discusses the possibility of money being offered for catching Petermann; comments 
on another Jew called Berek Gold who was said to be in hiding in the bushes near the 
river, not far away from his house; discusses Gold being taken away by two Polish men, 
Majowski and Traczyński, when he was on his way home; talks about Majowski and 
Traczyński being accompanied by 30 men; speculates on Gold’s whereabouts and 
people saying that he was taken to one of the nearby German headquarters; comments on 
Gold owning a sawmill before the war; discusses Gold’s financial status;  gives the name 
Kryj as the person who revealed Gold’s hiding place; mentions the name Stanisław 
Zieliński as the mayor of Pętkowice at that time; says that he cannot remember anybody 
saying anything bad about Majowski and Traczyński, who were living in the next 
village about half a mile away from Pętkowice. 
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This is a verbatim transcript of spoken word. It is not the primary source, and it has not been checked for spelling or accuracy. 




